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Greek housing plan revised
New plan
By Tammy Scarton and Qwan
Fariaa
staff writers

Plans for a Greek housing complex have been revised so that the
houses will be less expensive and
hold fewer people.
Under the new plans, the complex
will contain 22 units each holding 30
students and costing an estimated
$300,000, said Dr. Lacy Daniel,
dean of students. The entire complex
will cost $8 million to $9 million.
Originally, the project was to consist of 20 nouses each holding 40
people and costing an estimated

$300,000 to $700,000. The entire
complex could have cost up to $14
million.
JMU probably will wait until
January 1985 to sumbit the plan to
the Virginia General Assembly,
Daniel said. The university originally
planned to ask the legislature at its
January 1984 session for permission
to construct the complex with
university funds.
But first, architectural models
must be drawn to scale.
"We have to be more specific
when we take it to the legislation,"
Daniel said. "Our plans must be
more developed."
Also under the new plans, the
units will have larger recreational
See PLAN, page 2 ►
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Reaction to possible
student fee increase
By Qwan Farias

assistant news editor

Student reaction has varied about
the possibility of increasing oncampus students' room and board
fees to fund a Greek housing complex.
Freshman Allison Ruddock said,
"I think it's fair. We need more
housing. It (student fees) probably
would go up anyway."
But Agnes Vivaldi, a junior,
disagrees. "I don't think it's fair. I

Fund
drive

don't use Greek housing. I don't intend to. Why should I pay for that? I
think they (Greeks) should pay for
it."
Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students,
said, "I can understand how they
(students) feel. I think it's a
misunderstanding on their part. The
question of whether or not fees will
go up for the costs of the project is
unknown."
But Daniel said it is possible that
See REACTION, page 2 ►

The United Way campaign is under
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some money from room and board
fee increases will go toward construction of the housing complex.
The funding plan must be approved
by Virginia's General Assembly.
Daniel said he did not know how
much students would pay for the
housing. Cost studies are incomplete. The amount would depend on construction and mortage
costs.
Gwenanne Donald, a junior, said

a fee increase would be fair. "There
would have to be houses built
anyway," she said.
Barry Bryant, a freshman, said the
funding would not be fair. "If they
(Greeks) want it, they should be paying for it. The students who choose
not to affiliate with the Greeks
should not pay for their houses. If
they want to build, fine. But they
should pay for it."
Some Greeks also disagree with
the new funding plan. Lee Anne
Wilkins, a senior member of Sigma
Kappa sorority, said, "I don't think
everyone should have to pay because
not everyone is a Greek. It's good on
coordinator, said many Greek
groups with small memberships had
difficulty funding the project.
Each Greek group would have
been responsible for the construction, maintenance and furnishing of
its house.
Greek officials have said the move
across 1-81 is needed because the
Greek system has outgrown its housing.
Each of the 13 houses on Greek
Row, which opened in 1978, hold 28
people.
The Greek groups continually
have increased their memberships to
fill the houses, Daniel said.
Mike Clark, assistant Greek coor-

Plan
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areas than the Greek Row houses.
The proposed complex might consist of townhouses. If it does, the
complex will be similar to Greek
Row, but separate units, Daniel said.
The townhouses on Greek Row are
connected by staircases.
The complex originally was planned to be funded by Greek groups.
But those plans were changed during
the summer because they weren't
feasible, Daniel said.
Tammy Cassell, assistant Greek

The Breeze takes a break
Because of the university
holiday Friday, The Breeze will
not be published Monday. The
newspaper will resume publication Thursday Oct. 20. The

deadline for classified ads, personals, and announcements for
that issue is noon Monday. The
deadline for display ads for that
issue is 6 p.m. Monday.

clarification
The Breeze publishes corrections and
clarifications as soon as It can. If you see
something you think warrants a correction or clarification, please phone Ian
Katz, editor, at 6127, or write to him at
The Breeze, JMU, Harrlsonburg, VA
22807.

>■ The Faculty Senate has not

taken a specific stand on a format
for May graduation. It has expressed
concern that changes in the
ceremony's format are needed.
Unclear information was given on
page 2 of the Oct. 10 issue of The
Breeze.

way or another, students are going
to have to pay for new housing." if
students do not pay for the Greek
complex, they will pay for additional
dorm construction, he said.
"They're going to move us across
81 and move independents in here
(Greek Row). The only other alternative would be to put independents
somewhere else and leave us here.
Either way they would have to pay
for it," Craig said.
Julie Moore, a junior non-Greek,
said, "I don't really think it's fair,
but I don't really see how they could
do it. I don't think it's fair to put it
on all of us."

the Greek part, not to have to pay it
all, but not everyone should have to
pay if it only benefits a few."
Lisa Moran, a senior member of
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority, said she
does not agree with the new funding
plan and could understand the disapproval by non-Greeks. "Why should
that be in their tuition if that's not
going to affect them? The only ones
affected are the Greeks. They should
fund it whether from the fraternities,
sororities, or nationals. They should
fund raise for it," she said.
But Steve Craig, a sophomore
Theta Chi member, said a room and
board increase would be fair. "One
dinator, said the additional housing
space would be beneficial to the
Greek groups. "Each chapter is
growing."
But there are times when spaces
are not filled. "The burden will be
on the Greeks to fill that space or be
accountable for empty space. It's the
same principle as now," Clark said.

A vote
for Carrier
RICHMOND (AF) — At least one
person would like to see JMU President Ronald Carrier challenge John
Warner for a seat in the U.S. Senate.
Of the 103 local Democratic Party
officials responding to a questionnaire asking who they would like to
see oppose Warner in 1984, one
voted for Carrier.
The questionnaire was done by the
Virginia News Network, a statewide
radio network based in Richmond.

Daniel said the administration has
discussed using the complex as
regular dormitories. But he said he
would rather have Greek groups
move across 1-81.
"Can we create a campus community with students who don't have
that identity of being on campus?"
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proudly presents
Thurs. Oct. 13- DOWNTOWN
Rock 'n Roll Soul
Ladles' Nite; Ladles admitted freel
Fri. & Sat.- DAZZLE BOYS
Rock 'n Roll
$2.00 cover with Student I.D. before 9:30
Happy Hour 3 P.M. - 7 P.M. Daily
4344233
29 South Liberty St. One Block From Court Square

Two Blocks From Campus
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Hamm's Beer 24 pk
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$520

Coorsl2pkReg/Lite
Strolls 12 pk

$4^60
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FMp Da Luca, Alan Nackoariti

Old Milwaukee 12 pk .
$3 95
Schlitzl2pk
.!....$4.35
Schlitz Malt Liquor 6 pk ..'.'. !$2l20

Michelob Reg / Lite
$2*55
Busch or Natural Lite 12 pk . $3.80
Budweiser
Reg, or Lite 6 pk
JJM
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National Beer 24 pk ....
24 pk Returnable BtU
6pk

$5.55
$5.20
$1.»

Appian Way Pizza Mix
Coronet Napkins 160 ct

$ ••$
$ °9

Jamboree Grape Jetty 2 lbs ...$ •*?
Lowenbraa 6 pak
$2-87
Miller Lite 6 pak
$2-54
Mon.- Sat.: *4 p.m
Fri.: 9-9 pa..
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Budget cuf "
halts expansion
of library services

Deadline nears here

United Way's goal is $23,< iii
By Charlie Hannon
Staff writer

Halalrabl

■taift writer

Library services will not be expanded aa
planned due to the second cut in JMU's
budget announced by Oov. Charles Robb
earlier this month.
Robb ordered all state agencies to reduce
their budgets l.S percent, forcing JMU to
cut about $300,000 from its programs. An
additional 5-percent cut was ordered during
the summer.
About $50,000 probably will be cut from
the library's $435,000 book budget, said Dr.
Mary Haban, dean of the library.
"This cut is very harmful," she said. "As
JMU expands, more library resources are
needed, but they can't be attained because of
these cuts."
After the first state-ordered budget cut, 1
percent of the library's budget was reduced.
The money was taken from the library
equipment budget and data processing
budget, Haban said.
Because the other library budgets already
have been reduced, Haban said the money
from the second cut "probably will have to
come from the book budget."
The book budget coven expenses for
library reference materials, periodicals
renewal, materials for 28 teaching departments and general reading material.
If the book budget is cut, all of these services will be hurt, Haban said.
"We can't strengthen our book and
periodical collection as was hoped," Haban
said.
And "we won't be able to improve the collections of books and journals in areas where
students and faculty found them weak," she
said.
Periodicals will continue to be renewed,
but new ones would not be added as planned, she said.
Computer-based catalogs would not be
purchased as soon as was planned, she said.
And additional microfilm machines,
catalog cabinets and other equipment would
not be purchased, she said.
"This means students might have to wait
to use these machines, and if they break
down, it could be serious," Haban said.
The 1.5 percent cut has not yet been made
. in the library budget, Haban said, but it will
be made soon after a written directive is
received from the budget office.
Budget cuts usually are made at the beginnng of each year. Plans for the expansion of
library services have been hindered with the
announcement of the second cut, Haban
said.
•This year there have been two cuts,
which was very difficult. All state institutions have suffered."
Haban said some of the money might be
restored if additional funds are received by
the state.
"We're also working more toward private
support, yet private funds do not compare
with public funds," she said.
"I think the public has to support higher
education if it's to be high quality. It appears
that more support is needed than is presently
received/' she said.

JMU's 1983 United Way goal is $23,000.
The figure is a $6,000 increase over last year's
goal, according to Lin Rose, campaign chairman.
"It is especially difficult to ask people to donate
money in a year in which they don't receive salary
increases and may experience budget cuts in
university programs," Rose, who is assistant to
President Ronald Carrier, said. "At the same time
these agencies need the money more than ever."
Pledge cards were sent to faculty and staff
members the last week in September. The cards
must be returned to division coordinators by Friday.
All pledge cards have been distributed with
return envelopes. All faculty and staff should
return the cards whether or not they donate to the
organization, Rose said.
The pledges will be counted Monday.
"Some pledges will come in late and we will certainly welcome these, but the bulk of the campaign
ends Friday," he said. Total anonymity is
guaranteed, he said.

Pledges can be in the form of cash, checks,
Mastercard or Visa, quarterly donations or payroll
deductions. This last option is only available to
permanent employees.
Rose said 92 percent of the funds collected goes
directly into the agencies. Eight percent of the
funds are used for administrative duties.
"The underlying theme (of the campaign) is to
demonstrate commitment on the part of university
faculty and staff to the community of which we are
a part," Rose said.
Local agencies receiving United Way funds are
American Red Cross, Association for Retarded
Citizens, Big Brothers-Big Sisters, Boy Scouts of
America, Community Counseling Center and First
Step.
Other beneficiaries are Friendship Industries,
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Child Care Center,
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Mental Health
Association and Salvation Army.
JMU division coordinators are Bill Leatherman,
intercollegiate athletics; Mike Harness, administrative affairs; Tom Nardi, university relations; Hank Shiefer, business affairs; John Sellers,
student affairs and Patricia Bruce, academic affairs.

Carrier discusses JMU's future
By Tammy Scarton and David Olds
staff wrlf ra

The future of JMU must be planned now, said
President Ronald Carrier at Tuesday's SGA
meeting.
"Sometimes we think things will take care of
themselves, but that's not true," he said.
Carrier outlined the strategies and tactics for the
future of the university at the meeting.
Making the liberal arts program the best in the
nation is a primary goal, Carrier said.
JMU plans to strengthen its liberal arts program
and professional skills program, so students will
get "two for the price of one," he said.
"We'll have an educated individual with professional skills competing for jobs," he said.
Carrier said that JMU graduates should hire
other JMU graduates. "We want you (students) to
be president of General Motors or Chase Manhattan Bank or president of something and give
preference to JMU graduates."
Revamping the adviser system is another goal,
Carrier said. The advising system should be more
personal and efficient, he said.
"I can remember back when I was in college,"
he said. "I had one or two professors who influenced my life. I want to reestablish that."
SGA action taken during the meeting:
► A bill was passed unanimously that requires
all SGA committee meeting times to be posted outside the SGA office.
► Commuter Senator Mark Barbee proposed
that the number of commuter senators be increased from 13 to 16. The proposal was referred to the
Internal Affairs Committee.
► Huffman Hall Senator Denise Mumley proposed that a light be replaced in front of Huffman.
The proposal was referred to the Buildings and
Grounds Committee.
► White Hall Senator Bobby Houston proposed that the SGA purchase an ice machine for White
Hall. The proposal was referred to the Finance
Committee.
*■ Bell Hall Senator Greg Perry proposed that
lights be installed along the sidewalk from Bell
Hall to Warren Campus Center. The proposal was
referred to the Buildings and Grounds Committee.

m

President Ronald Carrier plane JMU's future
(Photo by Ming Leong)

Rent Yourat Records

Jiffy 66

66 E. Market St.
434-R2D2

COD

On Port Road Across from Ho-Jo's
Busch 6 pk. cans and bottles
Bad and Light 6 pak
Coon 6 pak and reg. cans and bus
Bosch and Natural Light 12 pk
Helneken 6 pak cans
Moosehead 6 pak
Old Mill 6 pak cans
M olson 6 pak
Weidemann 6 pak

We also Buy, Sell, and Trade
Albums of all kinds
Tape Prices
Maxell UDXL-II 90 $3.99 2 for $6.39
TDKSA-90 $3.09 2 for $5.99

i/VU

imi

$7.99
$15.99

T-Shlrts
Hooded TShirts

Hooded Sweat Shirts
(regularly $23.00)
Sweat Pants

(regularly $19.00)

now $17.25
now $14.25

Free JMU Bike Cap or Painters Cap to the first 10 JMU
student customers thru Saturday 15

COUNTRY CASUALS)

Kegs

Long Necks
Coors
Busch
Bud, Bud Light
Old Mill
National
Pabst Blue Ribbon 16 oz

9.50
7.99
8.79
7.99
5.99
6.99

Busch
28.99
Bud and Light Vi$36.50. V* 23.99
Coors Vi 35.99
V* 23.99
Old Mill Vi 28.99
Vi 17.99
Mlchdob V:$40.50
Vi 27.99
Miller Vi 31.95
V* 20.95
Natural Light
Vi 28.99

Milk 1 gallon
.
Sugar Free Sprite, Diet Coke 2 liter
Dr. Pepper, Ml. Dew 6 pak, no ret
Cigarettes

199
1.29
1.99
Reg. 6.35,100's 6.55

434-7055

Next To A&P
M - F 9:30-9:00

2.09
2.49
2.59
4.19
3
-3'
2.99
2.15
2.99
\M

Saturday 9:30-6:00

SUPPORT

UNITED

WAY!!!

J. M.'S PUB
4^°° 1MNCE ©OlffEST!
in .cash
prizes
1-$25!
2°*: 15
3s6: 10

S50!

V

st

1 PLACE...
WINNERS WILL QUALIFY TO COMPETE
FOR AN EXPENSE PAID WEEKEND AT
WINTERGREEN IN DECEMBER!!!

(all proceeds donated to United Way)-
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newsfile
Miller wants
pay increase
for employees
Although he supports pay raises
for state employees, 26th District
Senator Kevin Miller, said the
possibility of salary increases is
slight.
"I'm not sure we can be too optimistic during this next Congress

session. There will be some pay
raises, but not as much as you are
shooting for," he said during a
Virginia Governmental Employees'
Associations meeting Tuesday.
"There's going to be a lot of competition for those dollars in Richmond," he said.
Miller, who is a JMU accounting
associate professor, said the state
budget is a "problem area."
"I will try to get on the Senate
finance committed where the
budgeting happens."

The VGEA is a lobbyist group.
The JMU chapter, formed in
January, has more than 90 members.
— Hala Irabi

Scholar discusses
water conflict
Lack of water in the western
United States is creating problems
between American Indians and the
government.
Dr. Veronica Tiller, president and

director of Tiller Research Inc.,
spoke Monday on the Indians' right
to water. The speech was sponsored
by the JMU Visiting Scholars Program.
Tiller, a Jicarilla Apache, said
there is no ideal solution for water
distribution in the western states.
"The Indian people feel they've
given up enough." They should
have adequate water supplies to irrigate the land and manage the reservations, she said.
The Indians and the government
must work together to realize water
is a scarce resource. The government
must keep its promise to protect the
interests of the American Indians,
she said.
— Kristi Muis

If you don't know what this object can do for you.
you should see us soon

Fraternity bikes
for hospital funds
Sigma Nu fraternity will host its
fifth annual "Longest Yard" on
Oct. 15 to raise money for Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
About 40 Sigma Nu members will
bike 175 miles to Williamsburg to
deliver the football to be used at the
JMU-William and Mary game.
The money will go to the RMH
hospice unit which provides special
care for terminally ill patients.
The group members will accept
door-to-door donations until Oct.
14, said Eric Chufar, Sigma Nu
spokesman.
— Missy Epps

Student places second
in forensics competition

MASTERSCRIBE LTD,
Word and Data Processing Center

Don't spend hours of your free time drafing and typing letters, resumes, and papers...
let us do it quickly and economically
Student Discount of 25% Through Nov. 19.

MASTERSCRIBE LTD.
WORD AND DATA PROCESSING CENTER
M NORTH LIBERTY HTRKKT
p.n mix n>72
HARRISONBimC. VIRCINIA UMM
(703) 434-4402

A JMU student won second place
in the after-dinner speaking competition Saturday at the Metropolitan
Washington Communication
Association Forensics Tournament.
Christa Arnold placed second at
the competition held at George
Mason University in Fairfax.
Marinette Urquhart finished third
in the after-dinner speaking competition.
The JMU team won the fifth place
Sweepstakes Award, which is given
based on points accumulated by the
contestants.

CSC sponsors blood drive
A blood drive to benefit Rofckingham Memorial Hospital will be
held Oct. 17 to 21.
The drive is sponsored by the
Commuter Student Committee.
Students can sign up next week in
front of Gibbons Dining Hall at Entrances 4 and 5 from 10 a.m to 2
p.m.
Blood can be donated at the
hospital from 8:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m.
on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays and noon to 8:30 on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
— Donna Sawyers

Gitchell's Studio
5-hour photo finishing tor 110, I2t». and 135 films
••/// by 10, "HI by ?"

25% Discount
fo J/W(7 students on a/1
photographic equipment
79 E. Market >t.. Harrisonbury
434-5314
Discount On Any Items Not Otherwise Discounted

• *

MIDWAY * MARKET
434-7948

You need great taste
to wear this label.
«e dido t nni pu a (ro> not oe

..

Btq

!^,fa,0Tg»'—aftd>!■*»■

■an*, beufarcwcd box sAama

\ac! Ofa VUnquKe ^vei up vo rfai

Coors
6 pak cans
Btls 10c more

$2.39

Busch
Natural Light
6 pak cans

$2.09

Coors Light
12 pak cans

$4.99

Turborg Beer
6pakBtls

*i oq
V'W

Schaeffer
6 pak cans

$1.59

icpnaupiomecrapoidOld
groi» m rame

RETURNABLES (24)
(plus deposit)
Bud Light
Coors<RdQ / Light)
Busch
National Beer

$8.99
$9-49
$8.49
$5.99

Sprite
Reg / Diet
2 Liter

99C

Chips
1 lb Bag

$1.99

Cigarettes
Carton
Reg

$6.29

Cigarettes
Carton
100-s

$6.59

Pretzels
7 oz. Bag

$1.09

d

Prices Good Thru
Sun. 10 / 16
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policefile
Police seek
masked man
By Sandy Stone
police reporter

A masked man approached a
female student in a Godwin Hall
locker room about 8 p.m. Oct. 5,
campus police reported.
The man, who wore a dark ski
mask, approached the woman while
she was taking a shower. But when

the woman ran out of the showering
room, the man fled in the opposite
direction, police said.
"He didn't say anything or make
any threatening moves," a police
spokesman said.
The man is described as white,
having a stocky build and wearing a
dark shirt and blue jeans.
Police said they do not know if
this incident is related to one involving a man who was wearing a ski
mask while he approached a woman
Sept. 6 in Duke Fine Arts Center. In

that incident, the man grabbed the
woman, and after she screamed and
struggled with him, he fled from the
building.
The Oct. 5 case was under investigation Tuesday.
Public drunkenness charged
*■ Six students and one non-student
were arrested and charged with public
drunkenness, police said.
Student Christian Einselen, 18, of Harrlsonburg was arrested about 12:20 a.m.
Saturday In the Qlfford Hall lounge,
police said.

Student Gary Harton, 18, of Harrisonburg was arrested about 1:15 a.m. Saturday on Bluestone Drive in front of Gibbons Hall, police said.
Student Kurt Spann, 18, of Harrisonburg was arrested abut 2:10 a.m. Sunday
at the service drive behind Godwin Hall,
police said.
Student Roland Flemmlng, 19, of Springfield was arrested about 2:50 a.m.
Sunday outside of Hanson Hall, police
said.
Student John Strittmatter, 18, of Harrlsonburg was arrested about 2:50 a.m.
Sunday outside of Hanson Hall, police
said.
Student Michael Burkitt, 20, of Arnold,
Md., was arrested about 12:30 a.m. Tuesday at the service drive beside Warren
Campus Center, police said.
Non-student David Gay, 22, of Arbuts,
Md., was arrested about 12:05 a.m. Sunday on South' Main Street, police said.
Gay also was charged with cursing and
abusing, police said.
Drunken driving charged
^ Three non-students were arrested
and charged with drunken driving, police
said.
University of Virginia student John
Llchtensteln, 22, of Roanoke was arrested about 2:20 a.m. Friday on
Bluestone Drive, police said.
UVa student Scott Turnamian, 21, of
Charlottesvllle was arrested about 2:30
a.m. Friday on Bluestone Drive, police
said.
Edward Halsllp, 43, of Palmyra, Va„
was arrested about 9:05 a.m. Sunday on
Ridge Road, police said. Police followed
Halsllp from the Convocation Center,
police said.
Stereo equipment stolen
>■ A stereo radio, speakers and
speaker cabinets worth $250 were stolen
from a jeep between 9 p.m. Friday and 9
a.m. Saturday, police said.
The Jeep was parked in front of Bell
Hall, police said.
Judicial charges
► A student was charged judicially
with drinking in public abut 2:10 a.m.
Thursday, police said.
A Judicial charge Is made when university policy Is broken. It is reviewed by
university Judicial officials. Police do not
release the names of those charged
Judicially.
The student allegedly was drinking
from a can of beer, police said.
*■ A student was charged Judicially
with providing false Information to a
university official about 10:30 a.m. Monday, police said.
The student allegedly registered a
freshman's car, and claimed that the
name on the registration card was his
stepfather, police said.
Freshman students are prohibited
from having cars on campus.

Harrisonburg police made the
following arrests during the past
week:
Drunken driving charged
► A student was charged with
drunken driving about 2:30 a.m. Saturday.
Dale East, 21, of Great Falls, Va., was
arrested on Port Republic Road.

THE BEST O
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Public drunkenness charged
+■ Three students were charged with
public drunkenness.
Joseph Nails, 18, of Harrisonburg was
arrested about 1:30 a.m. Sunday on
South Main and Grace streets.
Jay Pfelfer, 20, of Harrisonburg was arrested about 10:55 p.m. Friday on Liberty
and Bruce streets.
James Hewitt, 21, of Harrisonburg was
arrested about 10:55 p.m. Friday on
Liberty and Bruce street*.

(rab'it), n. 1. any lagomorph mammal, pi. rabbits
a play by Charles webb

Rabbits
\

[JM

h^.H latimer-shaeffer theatre October 11-15, 8:00 p.m., October 16, 2:00 p.m. tickets $2, $3, $4 box office 433-6260

OPEN

mL

24 HOURS
■

JoHnson)

HO JO EXPRESS

SAFEWAY

(If You Are In A Hurry!)

-

Express 11
Scrambled E "ggs
Toast
Coffee
99€

Express # 2
Ho Jo Sub
(Ham, Swiss,
Lettuce, Tomato)
w / Potato Chips,
Italian Dressing
Tea, Coffee or Soft
Drink
$3.00

Express # 3
Chipped Beef
A Gravy
Biscuts, Coffee
$2.00

Served from 10:30p.m.-6:30a.m.
(Express #2 & #3 are only served on Friday and Saturday nights).

Store Hours:
Mon-Sat 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.-7 p.m.

NATIONAL BEER
6 pak -12 oz. cans

Location: 20 E. Gay St.
(4 blocks north of Court Square
on Rt. 11)

COORS
Regular or Light

$1.69

save
24 pak -12 oz. cans .70

>. $5.99
PEPSI COLA
or Diet Pepsi

$2.29
6 pak
12 oz. can

BANANAS

3>i.«jy

36/ plus deposit
8 pak
16 oz. Ret. Bot.
Mrs. Wright's
WHITE BREAD

$1.00

3 lbs.

BOUNTY
TOWELS

2 - 22 oz. loaves
.29

.89
Whole Beef
BOTTOM
ROUNDS

$1.59

.74
77 ft. roll

GROUND BEEF

.99 lb.

lb.
Personal checks we/come
with proper Identification.

Horsing
around

A horseback trail ride was held Saturday and
Sunday at Oak Manor Riding Stablss In
Wsysrs Cave, about 25 minutes south of Herrleonburg. The ride wet sponsored by JMU's
recreational activities office. A one-hour ride
for $8 can be arranged In advance by calling

the eteblee. At top, e group returns after
riding an hour. Right, Kim Hope makes adjustments for Bemle Smith's saddle. Bottom,
Instructor Emily Kseley prepares
Georgetown for e trail ride.

Photos by
Yo Nagaya
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Logan's Run VIII
Camaraderie makes charity race special event
By Ronl Williams
staff writer

Since 1975, students from JMU's Bluestone dormitories have run from the steps of the
Washington Capitol to the steps of Rockingham
Memorial Hospital to raise money for needed
equipment for RMH.
Logan's Run VIII followed in the footsteps of
runs past. Last Friday and Saturday, 32 students
ran a 150-mile marathon relay, drawing energy
from the good feeling of helping the hospital and a
spirit of camaraderie from weeks of careful planning and anticipation.
Participants have different reasons for becoming involved with the run. First-timer Cliff Hopson
said the run provided a chance for an activity he
enjoys and to work for a good cause.
Fourth-year veteran and Logan's Run VIII cochairman Tom Jennings keeps running because the
relay has become a "personal tradition."
Merv Webb, vice president of the Institutional
Development at RMH, has attended the run every
year — but this year Webb put on his jogging shoes
and joined in the spirit of the run, realizing "you
can't experience the whole thing unless you run
it." And Logan's Run is an experience. Each year it
develops a unique personality, fashioning its
character after the individual runners.
The outstanding characteristic of Logan's Run
VIII was camaraderie. Companionship cultivated
by sharing the same experiences and feelings showed itself in a number of ways.
During the run, teams of four pairs of runners
worked four two-mile shifts. While a group was
running a two-mile leg, the shuttling van with the
other runners rode on to the next two-mile point.
Whether passing baton carriers during the leg or
waiting at exchange points, runners at rest clapped, cheered and shouted words of support to
quicken paces and put smiles on tired runners'
faces.
An impressive aspect of Logan's Run frequently
forgotten is the fact that it is a relay — for the 22
hours needed to finish the marathon, at least two
people were always running toward the hospital.
Twice the continuity was threatened.
As team one ran the last two-mile leg of their
first shift, runner Tom Rogowski cut his foot on a
broken bottle and was taken to a nearby hospital
for stitches. While being treated, teams two, three,
and then four continued to run their respective
shifts. Rogowski and team one rejoined the run in
time to begin their second shift.
The runners encountered a lot of construction
and detours this year, the second threat of the
relay's continuity.
While team one was running, the van transporting team two lost its way and was not at the exchange point when team one finished its shift.
Although tired and needing rest, team one continued running, eventually intercepting the bus
which supplied fresh runners for the end of the
eight-mile shift. Team two found its way back to
the bus and began the next shift.
The relay had not been interrupted.
A project the size of Logan's Run does not just
happen. The chairman, co-chairman and treasurer

(From left to right) student Rick Mondloch, assistant to tha president Lin Rose, and atudant
Mary Dlaaal wars among tha 32 participants In Logan'a Run, a 150-mlle marathon relay.
are aided by eight committees: equipment, food,
off-campus fund raising, on-campus fund raising,
publicity, transportation,T-shirts and welcome.
Comprised of the runners, these committees
begin preparing for the run soon after school
starts. More than half of the money given to the
hospital comes from pledges each of the runners
has canvassed, consequently, a lot of energy is
spent collecting donations from sponsors after the
run.
Logan's Run can boast great success over an
eight year history. The $4,000 goal set for this year
will total Logan's Run's contribution to the
hospital at over $20,000.

2.

RMH has purchased needed equipment with this
money. This year, the donation will purchase a
treadmill for the new cardiac rehabilitation program. In the past, Logan's Run has provided
money for purchasing an in-bed scale (LR VII), a
whirlpool and an electric muscle stimulator
(LRVI).
The runners' rewards for their work, time,
energy and pain include the memories and the
warm feeling that comes from doing something for
somebody else. "Rewards for service projects
can't help but be positive," Jennings said. "We've
done something positive, constructive, unselfish."
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Sale continues this weekend

Book fair fills shelves, doesn't
empty wallets
By Tina Beaumont
staff writer

Inside the weather-worn barn
beside Leighton Evans' home are
15,000 books. In a neighboring shed
await many more.
Evans fancies himself an avid
reader and a history enthusiast, but
this is a bit ridiculous.
Actually, the books aren't all for
his pleasure reading. The aged,
unassuming buildings that contain
them are part of the Green Valley
Auction Barn, owned and run by
Evans and his family.
The fair, which will be open
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday from noon to 5 p.m., is
located two miles east of Mt.
Crawford on 1-81, exit 61. Signs are
posted.
Evans' business began at a flea
market in Harrisonburg, and in 1970
he began expanding. Now, entire
estates or individual items are consigned for auctions each Friday
night.

are JMU students. Evans stocks dictionaries and other reference books,
as well as many classic novels and
other books used by students.
JMU English professor, Mark
Hawthorne recommended the book
fair to his English 101 class this fall.
He suggested that students not pay
full price for the necessary
"Fowler's Modern English Usage"
at the JMU bookstore, but wait to
buy it at the fair.
What Hawthorne did not know
was that Mike Evans, son of the
fair's owner, was sitting in his class.
"It was kind of weird," said
Evans, "getting a plug like that (for
his father) in an English class."
The customers and their reasons
for shopping at the book fair are as
diverse as the titles themselves.
Gail Dawson, a 1978 JMU
graduate, said she shopped the book
fair while in school, "and it is hard
to break the habit." She now lives in
Maryland.
Seemingly, one of, the few
customers at the fair for the first

Evans' selection of 15,000 books
are sold 70 to 80 percent below
retail cost

Leighton Evans (top) has developed an Instinct for what hla customers
want. (Bottom) A friendly atmosphere prevails aa Louise Evans,
Leighton'a aunt, doea business with a customer.
v
(Photos by Qreg Fletcher)

But the real fun begins three times
a year, for two consecutive weekends
each time, when the auction barn is
transformed into a book fair.
Last weekend was the first of one
of the those fairs, where Evans
displayed only new books. Bidding
against other book dealers for "remainders" and slightly damaged
books allows him to sell books for 70
to 80 percent below retail cost. He
said that he will not buy seriously
damaged books such as those missing pages, but some covers have
slight imperfections.
"There is no standard mark-up,"
Evans said. "It varies with the cost
of the whole lot and what I think I
can get for it. I don't haggle because
prices are less (here) than anywhere
else, overall."
Evans also has no worries about
being left with books that won't sell.
He sells 60 to 65 percent of his stock
at each fair.
"Because my stock is handpicked, I know it will sell next time. I
make some mistakes, but . . ."
In the 15 years Evans has been
selling books, he said he has
developed a "feel" for what his
customers want and seldom is left
with books that won't sell. _j____
About 25 percent of his customers

time was Gary Graham, director of
the Warren County Public Library
in Front Royal, Va.
Graham said the average cost for
books at the library, even with a professional discount, is $10 to $11.
Average cost at the book fair is $4 to
$5.
But Graham, who bought almost
200 books, was attracted by more
than just the low prices.
"I won't shortcut the selection
process because of price — they
must fit the demand," he said.
This weekend, Evans will
showcase his collection of used
books, in addition to the new ones.
Approximately 6,500 — mostly one
of a kind — used books will be
displayed.
The used books are acquired
mostly from auctions and the buying
out of estates.
But if you have $4 and are in the
market for a hard-bound edition of
"Bartlett's Familiar Quotations" or
have $3 and are in desperate need of
"The Hite Report on Male Sexuality," the Green Valley Aution Barn
book fair is the place to go.
After this fall's fair, Evans will
begin collecting for the next, April 7,
8, 14 and 15. A record fair will also
be held in the barn Oct. 29-30.
^
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after hours
a-Revenge of the Nlnja (R) — Hoth Theatree, 4:30 p.m.
show S2, 7 and 9 p.m. (hows 13.75.
► Hloky Buelness (W) - Vlrglnli Theater, 4:30 p.m.
show S2, 7 and S p.m. shows J3.75.

Thursday

Have an idea?

Music
•■AST Sponsor Night (d ).)— JM'S. cover chsrgs not
available.
►■ Second Wind (popular rock) — Jo's, $1 cover.
e> Downtown (rock, soul) — The Other Piece, $3 cover
for men, ladles free.
► Opus (top forty) — Mldwsy Downtown, cover chsrge
not available
► d.) — Belle Meede, 12 cover.

Mov-ls*

■-Singing In the Rein — Qrafton-Stovsll Theatre, 8
p.m., $1.50 with ID, S2 without ID.
► Never Say Never Again (PQ) — Roth Theatres. 4:30

p.m. show $2, 7 end 9:20 p.m. shows S3.75.
►Twilight Zone (PO) — Roth Theetres, 4:30 p.m. show
$3, 7 end 9 p.m. shows $3.75.
►Vacation (R) — Roth Theatres, 4:30 p.m. show $2, 7

ana 9 p.m. shows $3.75.

■■Risky Buelnesa (R) — Virginia Theeter, 4:30 p.m.
show $2, 7 end 9 p.m. shows $3.75.

Friday
Musk
•■ Rolling Stones Night (d.|.) — JM's, cover charge not
available.
► Dazzle Boys (rock) — The Other Place, $3 cover.
•■Second Wind (popular rock) — Jo's. $1 cover.
■-Mercy Flight (country rock) — Gandy Dancer, $3
cover.
•-The Nerve (new wave) — Midway Downtown, cover
charge not available

► d.J. — Belle Meade, $2 cover.

•-Country Bach (country) — Scruples, $2 cover charge
► Nesty Habile — Scotland Yard, cover'charge not
available.

MottW

► Octopussy (R) — Graflon-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 and
10 p.m., $1 50 with ID, $2 without ID.
••Never Sey Never Again (PQ) — Roth Theatres, 4:30
p.m. show $2, 7 and 9:20 p.m shows $3.75.
►The Prodlcal (PO) — Roth Theatres. 4:30 p.m show
$2, 7 and 9 10 p.m. shows $3.75.

If you know of a feature story that
you think has a place in The Breeze,
call Charles Taylor or Constance

Saturday
Music

► Dave MeCorrlnek (d.J.) - JM'a. Dance Contest, 10:30,
cover charge not available
► Second Wind (popular rock) - Jo's, $1 cover.
►Mercy Flight (country rock) - Gandy Dancer, $3
cover.
a-Tha Nerve (new wave) — Mldwey Downtown, cover
charge not available.
► Dazzle Boya (rock) — The Other Place, $3 cover.
► d.J. — Belle Meade, $2 cover.
►Country Bach (country) — Scruples, $2 cover.
►Naety Hebtte — Scotland Yard, cover cherge not
available.

Walker at 6127.

Movie)*
►Octopuaey (R) — Qrefton-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 and
10 p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2 without ID.
►Never Sey Never Again (PQ) — Roth Theetres, 4:30,7
and 9:20 p.m. shows $3.75.
»Tha> Prodlcal (PO) — Roth Theatres, 4:30 p.m., 7 and
9:10 p.m. shows $3.75.
►Revenge of the Nlnja (R) — Roth Theatres, 4:30 p.m.,
7 and 9 p.m. shows $3.75.
► Risky Business (R) — Virginia Theater, 2:30, 4:30, 7
and 9 p.m. shows $3.75.

Refrigerators

Etc.
a off

► Lakivlew Qoft Course — $1 lor students with IDs to
play Weet nine holes. Regular prices are $7 weekdays,
$4.50 after 5 p.m. and $9.50 lor weekends and holidays.

Bowling

,

►Valley Lenee — $.90 days and $1.15 for tenpins and
$1.06 tor duckplns nights Open 9 e.m. to 11 p.m. every
day.

Horssbsck Riding

►Oak Manor Feme — US 11 South.

■

RoJIsr Skating

► Skatetown U.S.A. — Open Tuoedey 10 a.m. to noon
end Tueaday through Friday 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

for rent
by semester or
year
call
Rockingham Rent
All
195 South Ave.
433-2591
can deliver

PREGNANT?
Free Confidential Help
Free Pregnancy Test

BIRTHRIGHT
434-0003

433-8978

MIDWAY
DOWNTOWN

W

COME JOIN

Tonight is Ladies Night With
THE

BOPCATS
FROM RICHMOND

Special Ladies Happy Hour 7-9 p.m.
Reduced Cover For Ladies

FRIDAY:
SATURDAY:

THE FINDELS
SPARKPLUGS

*••••• SPECIAL • ••••*
+ Come to Midway Thursday - Saturday before 9:30, pay *
^ the cover charge and get $2 off on your first purchase •¥■
. of $3 or more
jf

• ••••••••••••**

Coming Next Week - THE NERVE
TRY MIDWAYS DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS

60 W. Water Street, Harrlsonburg
Monday - Saturday 8 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. to 1 a.m.

434-7647
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Sports

Hobbled Dukes visit William and Mary
By Steve Lockard
sports editor

There are two problems the JMU
Dukes will try to overcome Saturday
when they take on William and Mary
in Williamsburg.
First, JMU (3-2) hopes to stop the
barrage of injuries which has
plagued the team so far this season.
Second, the Dukes will try to
eliminate the mistakes which proved
to be fatal in their 38-28 loss to
Delaware State last week.
Since JMU's first game, when
running back Warren Marshall was
lost for the year with a broken collar
bone, injuries have been a constant
problem.
"I think to key personel, this is the
worst we've had," JMU coach
Challace McMillin said.
The latest victims are running
back Brian Coe and All-America
split end Gary Clark — the two
bright spots of last week's loss.
Against Delaware State, Coe set a
JMU record with a 92-yard
touchdown run and threw a 72-yard
touchdown pass to Clark on a
halfback option play. But a shoulder
injury has kept him away from contact in practice this week.
"It's a nagging thing that's gonna
be with us all year," McMillin said.
"We just hope it dosen't get worse.

Brian Coe Is nursing a sore shoulder following his 151-yard rushing
day last week. (Photo by Hank Ebert)
It has us concerned."
Also causing concern is Clark,
who set yet another JMU record

with 183 yards in receptions last
week. He injured his ankle Saturday,
but McMillin expects both he and

Coe to be ready for William and
Mary.
While Coe and Clark should be
able to go, it looks like the Delaware
State game was the final blow for
quarterback Jon Roddy.
Roddy, who entered the season as
the JMU starter, re-injured his ankle
and it appears he will be lost for the
remainder of the year.
"We'll see how the ankle comes
around in the next week," McMillin
said. "He could be out all year."
According to McMillin, Roddy is
eligible for a hardship ruling, which
would give him two more years of
eligibility. But if he plays anymore
this year, he will lose that option.
Roddy will join linebackers Neil
Mohler and Andre Parker, and safety Marshall Barnes as players who
will definitly miss the William and
Mary game.
For those players healthy enough
to practice, this week has been back
to the basics. Twice Saturday the
Dukes turned the ball over inside the
Delaware State 10-yard-line, and
they were penalized 12 times for 109
yards.
"We are going to continue to
work on fundementals — keep doing
it and doing it," McMillin said.
"But it's not something you want to
harp on. We don't want them thinkSee DUKES, page 15

Servers score in hot streaks
to keep JMU on an even keel
By Scott Tolley
staff writer

JMU's Valerie Martel challenges a defender
at the net. (file photo)

Despite getting a combined 20 service points
from two players, the JMU volleyball team'managed only a split in a tri-match Tuesday night.
JMU beat Radford University (15-9, 15-6) in the
first match of the the evening. Later that night, the
Dukes lost to George Mason University (15-9
15-3), and George Mason beat Radford, (15-13,
15-5).
Under first year coach Deb Tyson, the Dukes are
14-14 on the year.
Cheryl Bubeck amassed 12 serving points and
junior Ellen Murphy added eight.
Bubeck, who had never played volleyball until
this year, is playing for Kathy Mendel, who injured
her knee in last weekend's JMU Invitational Tournament.
"Cheryl served really well tonight," Tyson
said."She's one of the hardest workers on the
team, probably because she had never played
volleyball before this year."
In the first game against Radford, JMU jumped
out to a 9-2 lead. The Highlanders closed the gap
to 11-9 before Murphy scored four straight service
points to give JMU the win.
Bubeck went into action in the second game.
With the Dukes holding a 8-6 lead, Bubeck served

for sue straight points. Murphy served for the last
point for the 15-6 win, and the match.
In the JMU — George Mason match, Bubeck
served for three more points. However, George
Mason's Nancy White countered with six service
points and the Patriots won 15-9.
In the second game, with the Dukes' trailing 0-6,
Bubeck scored three consecutive points. They were
the last JMU points of the night, as George Mason
won easily 15-3, to give them the match.
"Offense is always a reflection of how effective
your defense is," TVson said. "Our fundamentals
broke down tonight, especially our serve reception.
As a result of our defense, our offense hurt. We
couldn't run as aggressive of an offensive as we
would have liked."

Students need tickets
for Parents Day game

L

All students who plan to attend the Parents
Day football game against Lafayette Oct. 22
will need to pick up tickets at the Convocation
Center ticket office.
To get tickets, students must present a student ID at the ticket office. Students who want
to get tickets for parents can purchase tickets
for $7, and reserve a seat next to their parents.
,
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sportsfile
Hockey team
ranked 19th
The JMU field hockey team is
ranked 19th in the nation this week
after evening its record to 5-5 last
weekend.
Last week, the Dukes beat 17thranked University of Virginia 3-2,
Ohio State 1-0, and defending
NCAA Division II champion Ithaca
College 2-1.
Three of the five JMU losses have
been to top-ten teams (secondranked Old Dominion University,
fifth-ranked Penn State University
and luth-ranked North Carolina).
JMU also lost to top-ranked
NCAA Division II Loclc Haven
University 2-1 in overtime.
JMU plays host to a four-team
tournament this weekend at
Madison Stadium. Play begins Friday at 4 p.m. when the Dukes take
on Eastern Mennonite College, and
Longwood College plays Eastern
Kentucky Universtiy.

Cross country
The JMU women's cross-country
team defeated Mary Washington
College 15-50 Tuesday at Massanutta Springs.
Senior Cindy Slagle finished first
in the race with a time of 18:36.
JMU swept the first eight places in
the meet. Denise Marini finished second with a time of 18:57. Susan
Earles was third in 19:02, followed
by Julie George in 19:05 and Nina
Carter in 19:08.

Gaskill defeated second-seeded
Emily Schuette of Princeton 7-6, 6-2
in the quarter-finals, before falling
6-4, 6-1 to Harvard's Kathy Vigna in
the next round.
Custer upset third-seeded Sue
Palminteri of Princeton 6-1, 6-3,
before succumbing to Mimi Roche
of William and Mary 1-6, 6-3, 6-0 .

No.

Receiving

Yd*.

Aye.

Long

TD

ClaiK
Stinnett
Coe
Bowles

5
2
1
25
*v 0
11 T» 0
72
27
67

CUtk
Co*
Job
McKenna
Robertson

26
11
9
7
7

489
112
183
193
60

18.8
10.2
18.1
14.7
8.6

Punt return*

No.

Yd*.

Am

Long

TD

16

264

16.5

89

2

No.

Yd*.

A**

Long

TD

5
10

124
177

24.8
17.7

96
44

1
0

Clark

Kick return*
Clark
Turner

Men's tennis
The JMU men's tennis team will
compete this weekend in the first annual ECAC South Championship
Tournament in Annapolis, Md.
East Carolina University, George
Mason University, Navy, University
of Richmond, and William and
Mary will join the Dukes in the tournament.
The tournament begins Friday
with the first round play in the six
singles and three doubles flights.

P.Ming

AM.

Bowles
Roddy

69
41

Com.

Pet.

Yd*.

TD

39
24

56.5
58.5

582
333

6
1

Scoring

hit
2
2

TD
9
0
4
3

XP1.

Fa

0
19
0
0

0
3
0
0

•te.
54
28
24
18

Punting

Punt*

Yoa.

Ay*.

Long

Stinnett

27

1113

41.2

63

Taeklee

Una*.
tckls

1*1
hit

A»*l*It

12
9
8

26
13
20
13
8
12
13
7
S

24
26
15
14
16
9
4
7
9

Smith
Malay
WKnlewakl
Zloikowsui
S*1»*»
Mohler
Thorn**
Tumor
Dyer

a

8
3
7
7
1

Total

48
43
36
32
24
24
21
1*

Football
Brian Coe and Charles Haley have
been named the JMU football
team's players of the week for their
play in the Dukes 38-28 loss to
Delaware State College Saturday.
Coe, who won the offensive
award, carried the ball 10 times for
151 yards. He set a JMU record with
a 92-yard touchdown run, and threw
a 72-yard touchdown pass on a
halfback option play.
Haley, a sophomore linebacker,
was in on 26 tackles in the game. His
play was graded at 95 percent by the
coaching staff.

Women's golf
FOOTBALL STATISTICS
The JMU women's golf team
finished second out of eight teams in
the ECAC Championship last
weekend in Hanover, N.H.
The Dukes were led by sophomore
Laura Hoover who finshed second
with a 82-80 — 162, nine strokes off
the lead.
JMU's Allison Groat and Jennifer
Creps tied for third with 169's.
Dartmouth University won the
team championship, edging out the
Dukes 671 to 672.
Dartmouth's Sue Johnson won
the first place medal with a 76-77 —
153.

Women's tennis

*4kL

The JMU women's tennis team
finshed sixth in the inaugural ECAC
championships last weekend.
Princeton University won the
tournament with 97 points, edging
out Harvard's 93 points. JMU finshed with 53 points in the 13-team
tournament.
JMU freshman Terri Gaskill and
junior Lee Custer advanced to the
semi-finals in the tournament.

Rushing
Co*
Bow las
Bland
McPheraon
Clark

No.

Yd*.

A.*

Long

TD

68
53
45
28
3

434
208
148
115
43

6.4
3.9
3.2
4.1
14.3

02
17
11
15
29

2
3
U
1
1

Sportswriters
wanted
Call Steve
Lockard
at 6127

Senior Cindy Slagle ran away from the pack to win first place In JMU's
cross country victory ovsr Mary Washington College. (Photo by Yo
——

Nagaya)
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oddsandends
Take-powers
to roll in ACC
By Rhett Butler
staff columnist

This week, I will finally win on the
college games. How? I will bet
against the weak Atlantic Coast
Conference teams who must take on
the stronger teams in the league.
Maryland (minus 16) at Wake

Forest

The Terps have covered the spread
four out of the last five games. The
only time they lost to the spread was
when West Virgina (ranked third in
the nation) beat them. Maryland is
ranked 16th, and the Terps defense
is allowing less than 14 points per
game. $60 on Maryland.
Clemson (minus 16V<) at Duke,
and North Carolina (minus 16) at
North Carolina Stats
Both the Tigers and Tar Heels
have good defenses and score too
many points for these opponents to

stay close. $50 on' Clemson and
North Carolina.
Auburn (minus 15) at Georgia
Tech
Auburn is eighth in the nation.
With "Bo" Jackson and Lionel
Jones in the backfield, the running
game is hard to stop. Georgia Tech
has lost the last three meetings between these two teams, and Auburn
has beaten the spread each time. $50
on Auburn.
There are some close calls in the
pros this week.

Houston (plus 9) at Mlnnssota
The Vikings haven't crumbled
under the weight of a slew of injuries
(Tommy Kramer, Ted Brown, Joe
Sensor, Sam McCullum, and Keith
Nord). They had a big 23-14 win last
weekend against the Bears. On the
other hand, the Oilers are bad
enough to go the whole year without
a win. $50 on Minnesota.
Philadelphia (plus 8) at Dallas
The Cowboys looked bad last
week. They escaped with a 27-24 win
over Tampa Bay. The Eagles are an
improved team at (4-2), and they
should give the Cowboys trouble.
$40 on Philadelphia.
Washington (minus 3) at Green
Bay
The Redskins are the most consistent team in football. They haven't
lost to the spread all year. The
Packers depend on the big play, and
they will need a lot of big plays to
keep up with the balanced attack of
the Redskins. $100 on Washington.
Last week's results
Season's total
Money on hand

plus $5
plus $60
plus $560

A-

Dukes
►•(Continued from page 13)

ing about mistakes. We want them
to go out and play."
So far this season, the Dukes have
fumbled 18 times — losing eight.
They have also committed 46
penalties for 403 yards, compared to
34 for 228 yards by their opponents.
But the costly mistakes are by no
means limited to the offense. Last
Saturday, the JMU defense gave up
several big plays, including a 69-yard
touchdown pass and a 68-yard punt
return for a touchdown.
"We've got to eliminate the big
plays," McMillin said. "Those are
the ones that are killing us."
JMU is giving up an average of
349 yards and 23 points a game.
William and Mary is a team capable
of those statistics, and if the Dukes
are going to win and keep their Division I-AA playoff aspirations alive,
they will have to curtail the Indian
offense.
"They've got the kind of offense
which can put points up quickly,"
McMillin said.
The Indian's win over Dartmouth
Saturday proves McMillin's point.
Trailing 17-0 in the fourth quarter,
William and Mary (3-2) exploded for
21 points for the win.
William and Mary's only two
losses have come against North
Carolina (the third ranked team in
the country) and Delaware (last
year's I-AA runner-up). JMU won
last year's meeting 24-18 but is 0-3
against the Indians in WilliamsDurg.

•i

^
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classifieds

by Berke Breathed

Bloom County

RVUVi...

For Sale
Stereo Equipment — Pioneer, Onkyo,
Sansul, Mitsubishi and more/all brands
available at wholesale prlcee — fast
delivery — Call now: (703) 434-0683.
Pruvlan Craft Sale by MUSG Cave Club
members. Kiosk by D-Hall, October 14
and 17, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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For Rent
Harris Gardens apartments. Start $246
Including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call
Bob 4344660.
Across from Campus — apartment to
share. Call 434-3491; 4344667.

GOON.

Help Wanted
Overseas Job* — Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $60041200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free Info. Write IJC Box 52-VA-4, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.
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Services
Confidential Abortion Services — All Inquiries and services confidential. Convenient location near 141. For Information
or appointment call Collect (301)
733-2400.
Professional typing — IBM Selectrlc.
4334685 before 7:00 p.m..
Pig Roast Berb-b-que. Book early. Call
8264602.
Profeeelonal typing.
4334015, after 5.

Call
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Picture framing for less. Frames and
matting. Specialized In needlework. Tom
Hawkins 434-3185.
Experienced
4334571.

typist. $.90/page.

T-Shlrt Printing.
4334458.

Good

prices.

Elaine
Call

Typing Service — 20 years experience.
$1.00/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Homemade cakes for all occasions,
cookies, plus more. Call 4334271.

Temporarily Insane

by McClelland, Weeks and Fama

Personals
Roaddueka — Friday, October 28 at The
Other Place.
la la true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts todayl Call (312) 742-1142> ext.
5090.
Vampire for hire. Call 4334920. Late
evenings/early mornings.
Happy One Year Anniversary Polly. Marry
Me Llebechenl Low you always, Monty.
Attention Clubs end Organizations!I The
Bluestone Is shooting club pictures October 17-20 on the WCC Messanlns. Sign
up outside the Bluestone office, WCC
G9, before October 17.
Bill and the Boys at the Rook, Bag
school, pack the Honda, strap on the
boards and Join the surf cadlah In Indlalantlc Beach, Florida. Surf Dogs Rulel
Jonny M.
Mark "Thumper" — Happy Blrthdaylll
Love, "Debble-Marie-Doc".

Hold that thought!

Sorry FoNia — the Windows Live concert
la Sold Out.
Hey Spiel I Happy 21st Birthday I Love
ys. Always. Pumpkin Head.
Desna — you're great. Beth — you're
missed. Love you both, Nancy.
B.E. Things keep on getting better. Happy 11th! LovoN.M.

D. Martin — Congratulations
Daryl: Clifton Forge.

Uncle

All you oan eat and drink. Spaghetti and
beer feast every Tuesday at Jo'a. Be
there 6 to 6, 4334146.

ESMK — Happy 1st yearl I'm aura the
next will be es great. Can't waft to blow
everyone ewayl Love ya, Llebochen.

Hot Tune featuring Jorme Kaukonen,
Jack Casady & Friends — Skip Castro
Band, 101863 Richmond Mosque, $9.50.
Tickets available at 434-2477, John or
434-4649, Karin.

Pratt — with you things happen In a big
wayl Forty-four miles and the best six
months everl Love, the Wife.

K-KKKkn What do tables, eubways, and
sidewalks have In common? We'll never
tell! We love ya. B.S., S.B., L.W., G.W.

Since The Breeze isn't publishing next Monday, so you won't be able to send that personal you've been dying to send. But, The
Breeze will resume publishing Thursday, Oct.
20, so you can get your message across then.
Personals, and other classified ads, cost $1
for every 10 words. Deadline for classified ads
for the Oct. 20 issue Is noon Tuesday.

.
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announcements
IMNMHMh In The lw are provided Dee aa a
service to r«ad«ra. Evente requiring an exchange ol
money will not tw published In the announcements
•action. Entertainment notloee may be aent to the In•Ida Arte and People aectlon.
PudBnsi lor announcementa are noon Friday for
Monday's laaue and noon Tuesday for Thursdays
Isaua. Mailing addreee la The Breeie, communication
aria department, Jamee Madlaon Unlverelty, Harrleonburg VA 22807. The Breeze offloe la In the beaement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall at Grace and South Main streets
Form for announcementa la WHO la doing WHAT,
WHEN and WHERE. Itema will be edited tor brevity.
Name and telephone number ehould be Included.

General
Hill price WftM ticket* — JMU atudente can
gat tlckete tor the William and Mary game tor $5 at the
ticket window In the Convocation Center.

Tutoring — Tutora are needed In needy all JMU
subject areaa. If you are Interested In tutoring other
students, applications cen be obtained at the Counseling and Student Development Center, second floor,
Alumnae Hall.
Sigma Phi Lambda la sponsoring a tutorial program.
Students needing tutoring may contact: Julia Pitt,
communication, fine arts and English, box 3037 or ph.
4353; Donna Berry, political science, public admlnlatraDon and hletory, box 288 or ph. 4182; Jari Bliss.
business and economics, box 348 or ph. 7418; Kim
Stewart, education and human services, box 3382 or
ph. 5457; Beth Ann Neff, science and social science,
box 2131 or ph. 434-3847; Ann Mace, math and computer science, box 2102 or ph. 4845; Kelly DeKlelne,
philosophy, religion and foreign language, box 1283 or
ph. 4344291; Debbie Laweon, 4154; or Kan Biggs, 7440.
Unlvaralty Writing Lab — offers individualized
help to atudente working on papers or reports, study
Ing for assay axama, writing letters or applications,
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the ORE,
LSAT, QMAT, or NTE. For further Information, contact
Mrs. Hoaklna, Keeiell 108, Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 3 p.m., 8401.

Campus Escort Service — The fraternities of

Events
Baptist Student Union — Thursday: meeting
at 5:30 p.m. In Converse beaement. Monday: Jont council meeting at 7 p.m. In BSU house. Tuesday. Share
Your Faith Bible Study. Wednesday: New Psalm
Singers practice at 8 p.m.

Wesley Foundation — Oct. 13, « p.m. to 730
p.m., New Life Singers, Duke 110.
Developing ESP — workshop Oct. 15 from 1 p m
to 8 p.m. In the Madlaon Room at Howard Johnaon'a.
To reglater, call John Oliver at (804)973-1202, or Nannette Morrison at (804)293-7947.
PhyslCS lecture — The physlca department
presents Professors D. Rae Carpenter, Jr. and Richard
B. Mlnnlx of the VMI phyalca depertment Oct. 28 at 7:30
p.m. In Miller 101. Carpenter and Mlnnlx will preaent a
series of lecture demonstrations In phyalca. These
demonatratlona have been highly acclaimed by
thousands of students and teachers for mors than a
decade.

Library HOUCa — 8unday, noon to midnight; Monday through Thursday, 7:80 a.m. to midnight; Friday,
7:50 a-m. to 10 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to « p.m. On Oct.
14, the library will cloae at 8 p.m.

Alpha Chi Rho and Theta Chi are offering a campus
wide escort service. Mondays through Thursdays from
9 p.m. to midnight, call 5108; Fridays through Sundays
from 9 p.m. to midnight, call 5708.

CP&P — The Nuta and Bolta ol On-Campua Interviewing, Oct. 13 from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.; Interview
Preparation, Oct. 13 from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 8lgn up
In advance In the CP8.P office.
CP8.P •pedal program — "How to Get Your Foot In
the Door," Oct. 20 from 7 p.m. to8 p.m., room B, WCC.
Deala with the obetaclae you may face In getting an Interview — from an employera' point of view. Mr. Joe
Klrby from Weatlnghouae Corporation will lead the
presentation. No advance algn up la neceeeary.
Typed, reedy for printing reeumes will be critiqued
on a walk-In baala In the CP*P offloe Thuradayt from 9
a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Foreign Service Exam forma can be obtained In the
CP&P office. Deadline to reglater la Oct. 21.
McBroom Pool Products will Interview all ma|ora for
entry-level management on Nov. 10. Preecreenlng procedures apply. Sign up deadline la Oct. 14.
Job connections — the following |ob connections
will be poated Oct. 17 through Oct. 21: Beers & Cutler,
accountings majore; JC Penny, all business majore;
East Carolina Unlverelty, chemlatry and biology melon; Radio Shack, all bualneaa majora, data processing, management Information systems and communication majora. December graduates only. Bring
one copy of your resume when you algn up. Details
available In CP4P office.

Mediation Council — offers free mediation ser
vices to all members ol the campus community. They
can be contacted In the Commuter Student Center,
4334259

Evtta — The Spanlah club la sponsoring a trip to see
Evita on Nov. 12 at the Warner Theatre In D.C. Tickets
are $18 and due by Oct. 21. Transportation will be arranged. For further Informetlon, call 7484.

Counseling Center — offers personal, study
skills and vocational counseling for Individuals and
groups. Call 8682 for more Information or come for
walk-In service In Alumnae Hall between 3 p.m. and 5
p.m., Monday through Thursday.

Latin Amerlcn Studies Committee —
presents Luke Hurst, a recent graduate of Eestem
Mennonlte College who has epent the paat year working with refugees In Honduras, speaking on "Refugees
and the Crisis In Central America: A Personal Experience," Oct. 17 et 7 p.m. In Jackson 103.

NDSL chocks — for the fall semeeter may be
picked up at the cashier's window In Wllaon Hall from
8:30 a-m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Student teachers may call 4334291 for
an appointment. All recipients muat algn a promleaory
note. Checks unclaimed after a reasonable period are
cancelled.
Second block courses — One credit second
block courses still open: LSEM 312,317, 320,332, 338,
338,333 and 337. Stop by Educational Resources, room
312 In the Education Building for further Information.
Faculty Research Group, Inc. — Any faculty
membere Intereated In forming thla group, call Louis J.
Flnkle at 8379 or 6193 before Oct. 14.

Hypnosis lecture — by Dr Emmerllng Oct. 13at
7:18 p.m. on the WCC mezzanine.

International Association of Bualneaa
Communicators — win hold ita initiation
ceremony Oct. 20 at 4:30 p.m. In Anthony-Seeger's
auditorium.
Visiting Scholars — preaenta Thomaa M. Humphrey, research offler of the Federel Reaerve Bank of
Richmond, Oct. 13 at 4 p.m. In Burruaa 114. Humphrey
will speak on "Classical and Neoclassical Opinion
with Regard to the Bank Control of Interest Rates."
On Oct. 17 at 2 p.m. In Bleckwell Auditorium, Joeeph
Flchter, emerltua proeeaor of aoclology at Loyola
University, will apeek on "Religious Bigotry and the
CuKe."

American Red Cross Blood Drive — Oct. 28
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. In the WCC ballroom. Donora
should contact Bev Moore, Box 2301 or phone her it
(433H640.

J

Library display — of prehistoric and protohlstoric Indian artifacts from mountainous Virginia
obtained by the atudente and faculty of the JMU Archeologlcal Reeearch Center will be held during the
month of October on the second llcor of the library.
AH exhibits — Artworka Gallery: works of JMU
students Emily Clark and Kim Cox. The Other Gallery
works of JMU atudente Robert Yoder and Pat Van
Horn. Exhlbrta will be through Oct. 22.

Meetings
JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group
meets Thursdays after the 7 p.m. communion service
at Emmanuel Episcopal Church.
Caving Club — meeta every Thursday at 8 p.m. In
Jackson IB
Madlaon Outing Club — meeta every Wednesday night at 6 p.m. In Bleckwell Auditorium under
Moody Hell.
Presbyterian Fellowship — meets every Monday night at 6:30 In room C. WCC.
Anthropology Society — win meet Oct. 13 m
Johnston 204. iTyou cannot attend, contact Qay Lynn
Hodor, 434-7104 or Box 5384.
Lutheran Student Movement — meets every
Tuesdey et 8:30 p.m. In room D, WCC lor worship.
Thuraday la Nautilus Night; meet at Muhlenberg
Lutheran Church at 8 p.m, and bring a towel, exercise
suit and swlmault.
Pal Chi — will meet Oct. 13 at 7 p.m. on the WCC
mezzanine.
Alpha Epallon RhO — will meet Oct. 19 at 6 p.m.
In room B, WCC.

Medical and Allied Health Society — win
meet Oct. 19 and Oct. 28 at 8:30 p.m. In Burruaa 114.
Speakers will talk on Medlcel Technology and PCP,
reapectlvely.
Intercollegiate lacrosse team — win meet
Oct. 20 et 7:30 p.m. In Godwin 205. All women Intereated In trying out for the team should attend.

Attention Advertisers:
On Parents' Day, Oct. 22, campus will filled with all types of
people: Parent types, friend types and even brother and sister
types.
To let students know where they should take their guests to
eat, The Breeze is publishing an extra section — a restaurant
guide — in its Thursday, Oct. 20 issue. Don't miss out on your
chance to be included In the extra section. Call The Breeze at
433-6596 before the 6 p.m. Monday advertising deadline.

Where you can find The Breeze
The newspaper can be found in Anthony-Seeger, Chandler, ,
Gibbons Dining, Harrison and Jackson halls. It also can be found
in Madison Memorial Library and Warren Campus Center.
But now in several locations, The Breeze can be found in large
and brown wood boxes. Look for the boxes in Harrison, Jackson,
Gibbons, WCC and the library.
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Viewpoint
Merit pay
Publicize awards

:t

Until this year, outstanding work by JMU professors was rewarded secretly. Those who performed well received merit pay, a $500 salary raise, but
only department heads knew the recipients' indentities.
In this system of secrecy, merit pay was only a
monetary award.
But things are changing a bit. This year, for the
first time, each department published the names of
recipients from that department.
But still, only a small percentage of the JMU
community know the recipient's indentities. For
the second consecutive year, though, the Faculty
Senate is requesting that JMU News publish the
names. Approval from President Ronald Carrier
would make the awards public.
We hope the request gets that official OK.
Why not recognize the outstanding work of professors? The Dean's List publicly recognizes
students' outstanding work, and we don't see why
professors are different. Students work for grades
and professors work for money, but public
recognition is a desirable bonus for both.
Last year, several department heads argued that
name publishing would infringe upon recipients'
right to privacy concerning salary.
But salaries of state university employees making more than SI0,000 a year are available to
Virginia residents under the Freedom of Information Act, so salary privacy is nonexistent.
Raises encourage excellence. Public acclaim encourages excellence. Together, the two would
make all that hard work seem more worthwhile.

LOOK JIM, JUST BECf\osE ACoupLE OF PEOPIE
DON'T LIKE VOU, IS
NO REASON TO
RCSION.

The above editorial was written by Ross Richardson, The Breeze's editorial editor. It Is the opinion ol
Richardson, Editor Ian Katz, Managing Editor Daniel
Flnnegan and Assistant Editorial Editor Cay Fultz.
Opinions In Viewpoint and Readers' Forum are not
necessarily those of the students, faculty or staff of
JMU.

Watt: A victim of foot-in-mouthdisease
/ think I shall never find;
a tree as lovely as a mine.
Indeed, unless the tree doth fall;
we cannot have a mine at all.
— A possible entry in James Watt's diary
It finally happened.
Secretary of the Interior James Watt finally
resigned on Sunday — that noise you heard Sunday afternoon was mother nature heaving a sigh of
relief.

Boys' concert that he really got into hot water.
Watt said that the traditional July 4th concert on
the Mall in Washington would "attract the wrong
element."
Instead of the Beach Boys, Watt invited sleazy
nightclub entertainer and patriot, Wayne Newton.
Apparently, Watt's idea of the right element are

Lost
and
Found

Unfortunately, he resigned not because of his
policies, but because of his big mouth.
Since his appointment in 1980, Watt's foot-inthe-mouth disease has created more controversy
than even Watt's conservative colleagues could
stand.

By TIM ARNOLD

For instance, during congressional hearings to
decide his appointment to the Cabinet, Watt
testified that we might as well take full advantage
of our natural resources because "the second coming of Christ is imminent."
Good answer, Jim bo.
However, it wasn't until Watt canceled! a Beach

greasy haired, Las Vegas hoodlums with big belt
buckles.
By doing this, Watt alienated the first lady as
well as Vice President George Bush, both fans of
the Beach Boys. On second thought, judging from
these two, maybe he was right about the wrong dement.

-V

Another brilliant statement by Watt was his
remark that conditions at American Indian reservations were a perfect example of the "failure of
socialism."
One Indian leader more correctly called the problem "a failure of imperialism."
Actually, Watt's statement characterizes the
failure of Watt's capacity for intelligent thought.
But the biggest flap came last month when Watt
described an Interior Department advisory committee as being composed of "a black ... a
woman, two Jews, and a cripple."
Gee, what a sensitive guy. With an attitude like
that, Watt will probably end up becoming
Reagan's secretary of health and human services.
Now that he's unemployed, Watt will have plenty of ume to reflect upon his performance as interior secretary.
And I bet he'U do a lot of hunting, too.

Tim Arnold is a junior majoring in communication
arts.

_-___—
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Re a ders' Forum
Campusquote
"JMU might charge students a onetl ma surcharge next samsster to offset a
state-ordered budget cut of. about
$300,000. How do you feel about this
proposed increase of possibly $15 to
$50 for full-time students?"
"I can sec their
point of view because
of their cutback, but
will it make that
much difference
nominally per student? Why not just
increase next year's
tuition7"
SueBova
sophomore
International
buainees

Commuters looking for parking spaces in lots such as "J" lot often can't find one.
(Photo by Ming Leong)

Frustrated
Commuter parking inadequate
"I do not agree
with it, but what else
can they do? It isn't
really JMU's fault."
Tracy Turner
sophomore
accounting

"I think it is OK to
charge us, but they
should look and see if
they really need to
Charge us."
Laura Dolphin
Junior
accounting
"Well, that would
not be bad if only for
one semester and if it •
would make up for
the budget cut. I do
not see anything
wrong with it."
Tim Finkblner
sophomore
communication arts

'
"They plan the
budget to begin with
and I do not fed that
in order to make up
for their mistake they
should have to increase our costs."
Annette Graham
senior
communication
arts /English
(Compiled by Cathy Sparkman
Photos by Ming Leong)

—

To the editor.
I would like to vent my disgust and frustration
by telling about one more JMU problem: commuter parking.
It seems bad enough many transfer students are
rejected campus housing and have to fend for
themselves, but couldn't JMU allow commuters a
higher status when it comes to parking?
We have to get up early to fight our way to a
space that's usually so far away from our class that
we could've walked from home. I'm constantly
10-15 minutes late for my first class, and I know
that I'm not alone.
JMU must find a new way of coping with the
shortage of adequate parking spaces. I think someone actually believed increasing the parking
fines would help. Tell me — help what?
I was thoroughly appalled to come back from
class this morning and find a ticket staring at me
from my windshield. I had innocently parked in
what I thought was a commuter zone. After all, if
the sign reads, "For C Decals Only," and your car
has a C decal, wouldn't you think you had parked
legally? Blows my mind! I

I've had it. I've had it with dueling for spaces,
parking light-years from my class, and being late
for a beloved class! Someone apparently needs to
complain.
Are there more of you out there who are willing
to speak up? Maybe if we make enough noise, someone will listen.
The other day, one of my professors told me
that he just parks illegally if he can't find a space.
Do you suppose campus police do the same thing?
Mary Ellen Miles
Junior
sociology
Alan MacNutt, director of police and safety, said
fines were raised for parking illegally in faculty lots
by the Parking Advisory Committee with urging
of faculty in an effort to keep the lots open for
faculty. Parking regulations state where students
can and cannot park. "C" decals are for commuter students, and it is stated on the decal that it
is not for "C" lot.

'Dangerous' policy

Letter-editing criticized
To the editor.
Where does the staff of The
Breeze get off "editing" letters
to the editor?
I wrote a letter published in
the Oct. 3 edition concerning
the omission of minorities and
women from the Arts and
Sciences Symposium. Several
key sentences from my letter
were omitted by The Breeze,
and as a result, the meaning of
my letter was misconstrued.
After discussing the fact that
the past two symposiums have
featured only white male
speakers, I wrote that I was sure
this was not a deliberate act on
the part of the committee in
charge of selecting speakers.
These statements were published.

What was not published,
however, was my statement,
"the omission was patriarchal
ignorance, which is so inherent
in our society, exhibiting itself
once again."
My reason for writing (which
I pointed out in the omitted
sentence) was that this ignorance is dangerous and we
cannot let it continue. All too
often equal representation is
foregone, and the excuse is "we
did not realize . . ."
Certainly The Breeze has
limited space for its letters to
the editor. However, when 1
took my letter to The Breeze office, I specifically asked if it was
too long, and I asked the person
to whom it was delivered to con-

tact me if there were any problems.
All of this aside, it should be
standard Breeze policy to notify
students who write letters that
their discourses have been
restructured or sentences
deleted.
Your present policy of
"judicious editing" is
dangerous and borders on censorship.
Carole Nash
1983 JMU graduate
anthropology / philosophy
The Breeze's letter policy states
"letters are subject to editing."
Nash's letter was edited for
space.

.X
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Arms talks in jeopardy
WASHINGTON — The Soviet Union has
threatened to break off arms limitation talks
with the United States if a settlement is not
reached by December and if the deployment
of new American missiles in western Europe
proceeds as scheduled, a U.S. official said
Tuesday.
The United States, with the support of its
allies, has pledged to keep the talks going even
if an agreement is not reached by December.
At the White House, Larry Speakes, President Reagan's chief spokesman, said "the
United States and its allies would regret any
unilateral decision on the part of the Soviet

Hiker found on Old Rag
after two-day search

Union to suspend the negotiations."
Reagan last month instructed Paul Nitze,
the chief U.S. negotiator, to offer several
modifications in the American position in
order to accelerate an agreement.
They include a willingness to stop deployment of some Pershing 2 missiles in Europe
and to consider limitations on American
bombers based in Europe.
The Soviets have brushed aside Reagan's
proposal as an "old and odious" reformulation of his original demand for dismantling all
Soviet intermediate-range nuclear missiles
targeted on western Europe and Asia.

Task force:
More money
for teachers

Fifteen charged
with skimming profits
from casinos

WASHINGTON — Immediate steps must be taken to
raise the salaries of all
teachers rather than concentrate on rewarding some with
merit pay, a congressional
task force said Tuesday.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. —
Fifteen men, including several
reputed organized crime
bosses, were charged in
federal court Tuesday with
skimming nearly $2 million
from Las Vegas casinos.

five-year FBI investigation
code-named "Strawman."
The probe included extensive
telephone wiretaps in several
cities, and already has resulted
in the conviction of five men
on charges they skimmed
gambling revenue from the
Tropicana Hotel in Las
Vegas.
— Associated Press

LURAY — A college student missing since
Sunday on Old Rag Mountain in Shenandoah National Park was found Tuesday
afternoon.
Shawn H. Crawford, 18, was found on
the rocky north face of the 3,291-foot peak
in the second day of a search involving dog
teams and as many as SO volunteers.
"He has a bad case of hypothermia,"
assistant park superintendent Bill Loftis
said. Hypothermia is the lowering of body
temperature due to prolonged exposure.
"He's in better shape than we first
thought," Loftis said. "He's regained consciousness."
Crawford, a Shepherd College student,
walked away from his companions Sunday
wearing a sweater and shorts and carrying
no camping gear.
Crawford survived temperatures that
dropped into the 30s Monday morning and
into the 50s Tuesday while his rescuers were
hampered by intermittent rain and continual fog.
— Associated Press

by the way
Punk rocker dismissed
for dangerous spikes
BRISTOL, England — An 18-year-old
punk rocker, fired by Rolls Royce on
grounds that the four-inch spikes of his
hairdo endangered the eyes of his coworkers, lost an appeal against the decision
Tuesday.
Peter Mortiboy, whose usual dress included 18 earrings, a studded dog collar,
steel armlets and a stud through his nose,'
was repeatedly warned by Rolls that his appearance was not up to company standards.
Mortiboy, who said he used industrial
adhesive and glue to mold his black hair into stiff, vertical spikes, denied that the
spikes were dangerous.
"They would be if they were three feet
long," he said.

Israel raises
food prices;
devalues currency

Former Japanese
prime minister
found guilty

TEL AVIV, Israel —
Israel's new government
devalued the currency 23 percent Tuesday and raised the
price of basic foods 50 percent, setting off a stampede to
buy meat, milk and bread
before the increases took effect.
The devaluation of the
Israeli shekel and the price increases were adopted at a
nine-hour Cabinet meeting
held just hours after Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir was
sworn in by Parliament as
Menachem Begin's successor.

TOKYO — A Japanese
judge found former Prime
Minister Kakuei Tanaka guilty Wednesday of bribery and
violating foreign exchange
laws in accepting more than
$2 million to promote the sale
of Lockheed aircraft in
Japan.
Judge Mitsunori Okada fined Tanaka the equivalent of
the bribe and sentenced him to
four years in prison — one
year less than the maximum.
Tanaka, 65, who has maintained his innocence since the

trial began in 1977, was expected to appeal.

Aquino investigators
quit Inquiry panel
MANILA, Philippines —
President Ferdinand Marcos
suffered another political setback Monday when all five
panelists investigating the
murder of opposition leader
Benigno Aquino resigned
because their impartiality had
been questioned.
Opposition leaders and
Aquino's family have charged
the panel was biased and
under Marcos' control.
Marcos said he was considering forming a new panel.

»»♦»»•••••»»»»» **************

\^ DOMINION
AUTO SALES

*

1984 WINNER TO GET CAR: COMPETE ON CBS-TV

*

402 Greenville Ave., Staunton, VA

1982 VW Rabbit Diesel "L", 4 Dr., 4 Spd , Like New
19S1 VW Rabbit Diesel "LS" 4 Dr., 4 Spd., Like New
1981 VW Rabbit Diesel "LS" 2 Dr., 4 Spd., Like New
1961 Datsun 210 4 Dr., AT, AC, Very Nice
1979 Subaru QF 2 Dr., AT
1972 VW Beetle, 4 Spd., One Owner, 63,000 miles
1978 Ford Bronco, AT, PS, PB, 28,000 ml
1978 Chev Blazer, AT, AC, PJ, PB, 49,000 ml
1960 VW Rabbit gas ,4 spd., AC, 1 owner

*
*
*

$5995.
$6295.
$8295.
$4795.
$3295.
$2295.
$6796.
$6995.
$4995.

30 DAY WARRANTY ON MOST LATE MODELS
885-6701
Call Today
885-8423

1984 MISS VIRGINIA-USA PAGEANT

NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED • PRELIMINARY TO MISS USA

*
*

*
*
*
*
NORFEOLRKU?FRY^
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F
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INFORMATION,
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*

S150.000 IN PRIZES TO NATIONAL WINNER
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